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AN .ABSTRACT OF 
''A DEVELOPMEN'r OF SYLOW'S TIDDREM" . 
. by Jacko. Beamer 
Of fundamental importance in the theory and stwiy of finite groups 
are the theorems of Lagrange and Sylow, two theorems very closely 
related. In general. the converse of Lagrange's Theorem is not true, 
that is, given a finite group G of order g a:rtd a.riy divisor of g, say 
h, it does not necessarily follow that there is a subgroup H of G of 
order h, 
After a brief discussion of ~grange's Theorem, a counter-example 
' 
(in fact, a system of counter-examples) to the converse of La.gra.nge 1s 
Theorem will be demonstrated. It is here that some elementary theory of 
permutations is used, along with a few basic results about normal 
subgroups. 
If the finite group G is cyclic or Abelian then the converse of 
Lagrange's Theorem is true. The subject of Sylow•s Theorem is the 
existence in general of subgroups of order h, where h is "1.lly divisor of 
g, the order of G. 
Finally, a short survey of p-groU!Js and some related examples will 
be made since this is a natural outcome of the discussion of Sylow's 
Theorem. 
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All ABS!B..A.Cf OF 
by Jack o. :Beamer 
Of fundamental importa.nce in the theory and study of finite groups · 
are the theorems of Lagrange and Sylow, two theorems very closely 
related. In general,. the converse of Lagrange's T'heorem, is not tra.e, ·j.J 
that is, given a finite group G of order g and any di.visor of g, say 
ff 
h, it does not necessarily follow that there is a subgroup Hof G of 
order h. 
After a brief discussion of I.agra.nge•s Theorem, a counter-exa.mple 
(in fact, a system of counter-examples} to the converse of La.grange• s 
Theorem will be demonstrated. It is here that some elementary theory of"'\ 
permutations is used, along with a few basic results about normal 
subgroups. 
If thei finite group G is cyclic or Abelian then the converse of 
,I 
Lagrange 1s Theorem is true. The subject of Sylow's Theorem is the 
existence in general of subgroups of o~der h, where h is my divisor of 
g, the order of G. 
Finally, a short survey of p-groups and some related examples will 
be made since this is a natural outcome of the discussion of Sylow's 
Theorem. 
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CH.APTER 1 
. LAGRANGE'S THEOREM 
• 
. !o prove tagra.nge•s Theorem. it is nec~ssary to define the concept 
of cosets and to establish some of the veey baeic related results. 
DEFINITION ·· 1. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. Then a left coset 
of H, denoted Bx, is the set of all elements hx, where h ranges over 
all the elements of Hand xis some fixed element in G. A right coset 
II. 
· 2H of His defined similarly. 
• i 
This iDDllediately yiel~s the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. · Two left cosets of H 
in G a~e either disjoint or identical sets of elements. Also, any left 
coset of H in G contains the s.ame number of elements as H, if H is finite. 
PROOF : Let x and y be any two elements of G, and ~onsider the cosets 
Hx and Hy. If ·the cosets have no element in common then there is nothing 
to p~ove. Other,,ise, suppose z is an element of both Hx and Hy. Then 
there are elements hi and ~ in H such that z == h1x = ~y • Hence 
-1 
-1 1 
:x = ~ ~y and for all h in H, hx = (hh.i ~) y which implies Hx is 
' contained in Hy. Similarly, Hy is contained in Hx~ and thus Rx = HY'• 
' The second part of the lemma. is proved by observing that there is 
a one-to-one correspondence bet~een H a.nd H.x, defined by associating 
an element h of H with the element h.x of Hx. This establishes that H 
and Hx have the same number of elements.[ 3] 
The above result is also true for right cosets and .. is proved in a 
similar manner. By forming all possible left cosets of a su.bgro:u,p H 
of a group G, a partition of G into di.sjoint cosets is obtained; in 
-2-
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tac·t, the cosets completely· exhaust G. Such a partition is commonly 
called the left decomposi ~ion of G with respect to H, and:.• if G is 1 
I 
. 
finite, it may be expressed in the following'0form: G:;: ~ + H~+. •-+ ~· 
The subgroup His itself always one of the cose~s in such a decomposition 
: sinc·e He = H, e being the identity of G.. A right decomposition o~ G 
can be constructed similarly, although in the non-commutative case the 
right and left decompositions-my actually differ. However, the·number 
of distinct cosets in both the right and left decompositions is identical. 
-1 This is easily verified 1i noting that the one-to-one mapping of x to x 
carries the left coset into the right coset x-1ir. 
D:EFINITION 2. The order of a finite group G is the number of distinct 
elements in G. The order of any element x of G is the smallest positive 
. n 
integer n such that x = e, where e is the identity of G. 
DEFINITION 3. Let H be a subgroup of group G. The index of H in G is the 
number of distinct cosets in the right or left decomposition of G with 
respect -~to -H• 
It is now possible to state and prove the following theorem due to 
Lagrange • 
,/ 
THEOREM 1. The o~er and the index of every subgroup H of a finite group 
Gare divisors of the order of the group. 
PROOF: Let the order of the group G be g and thef order of H be h. Form 
the left decomposition of G with respect to H. !l!hen G= H + ~ + ••• + ~ 
\ 
where r ~ g. By Lemma l and _preceding rema,rks, g = hr, where r is· the 
index of H in G• 
: i 
0 
_J I_J •_.-. :_J-
_J:J l~ . -
J ; ..... 1 , ----
" 
' . 
CHAPTER 2 
COUlll!EB.-:EOCAMPLE TO THE CONVERSE OF LAGRANGE'S THEOREM 
!he aim now is to develop a counter-example to the. converse of 
:La.grange's Theorem in general, and then proceed to establish the 
validit7 of the converse under certain restrictions. 
DEFINITION 4. Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G. . '" 
Then His said to be a normal subgroup of G if the left and right 
decompositions of H with respect to G coincide. 
It is interesting to note that this definition is equivalent to 
~ 
saying that xH = Rx for all x in G. A proof of this equivalence is as
 
follows: . ---~----------·-· .
 
Clearly, xH = H:x: for all x in G implies that the right and left 
decompositions of H with respect to G coincide. On the other hand, 
suppose G = Hx1 + ~ + .•• + Hxr a
nd G :-:: y1H + y2H + ••• + Y-}J.• Then 
. ' 
for each i, l',£;;.i.~r, there is a j, 1 £j =r, such that Hxi = Y/ and 
xi does not neees·sarily equal yj. Let x be any element of G. Then x belongs 
to some~= YjH 0 Hence· there exist elements h1 and h2 in H such that 
x = h1xi = Yjh2° Leth' be a:ny elemen_t of H. Then xh' = Yj~h
1
• But ~h' 
is an element of Hand hence yj(h2h 1 )E yjH = ~· Thus there is an 
t I O I 1 I -1 
element h in H such that ::xh = h xi o But x 1 :: h1 x and hence :x:h
l h'' 
= . xi= 
I 1 l · 
h hi-x implying that .xH = Hx for all x in ·G· 
,' 
.1~ 
C 
This result is now used to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2o Let G be a finite group and H a subgrCJtJ.p of. G of index two
. 
Then H is a normal subgroup of G. 
PBOOF: Since H has index two, both the right and lef·t decompos·i tions o
f 
-4-
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G with respect to H consist of exactly two distinct cosets. One of 
'\ 
these cosets is always H itself, and the rema.iriing cose·t is necessarily 
G/H ( the complement of. H in G) since ·dist~nct cosets in a decomposition 
are disjoint and they completely exbaust Go Thus H and G/H are the · 
. , 
disjoint cosets in both the right and left decompositions. Th.is proves. 
that H is a normal subgroup of G. 
It is now necessary to digress for several remarks on permntations 
and some direct consequences. 
DEFINITIONS 5. A permutation is a o~e-to-one mapping of a set onto 
itself. 
Suppose Sis· an:y set with n elements, say a, b, ... , n. Then one 
- · 
• · ( a b Q • • m ~' 
.. possible permutation on S ma.y be written b c ••• n a1, meaning that the 
mapping tran~f orms a into b, b into c. • •• , and n into a. Such a 
permutation is called a cycle, due to the cyclical displacement of 
'. . 
elements, and has an alternative representation in the form (ab ••• m n). 
In this conn_ection, it is an important fact that· an:y permutation that ·is 
not itself a cycle is expressible as a product of disjoint cycles. The 
product of· permutations is not '·in lgeneral commutative, that is, 
multiplication of cycles from left to right results in a different ima.ge 
.. 
than that obtained by multiplying the cycles from right to left. 
Henceforth th·en it will be assumed, 11nJ ess otherwise stated, that ~. 
multiplication is from left to right, that is, that the product of two 
·permutations is the result of first applying the left-hand permutation 
•-
-·--· .... ., ............ , ...... ,_ ~- ·-
·~---·--· --··-- .. . 
to the given set of elements, and·then applying the right-hand permutation 
to the image. 
... 
.. 
It can also be shown that any cycle (abc ••• mn) can be factored and 
.. 
-5-
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. . 
written as (ab) (ac) ••• (am) (8.13). The number of elements of S in any 
' . 
.. 'I 
cycle is said to be the length of that cycle, and cycles of length two 
.... 
are called transpositions. From the preced~ remarks then, any 
permutation can be written as the product of transpositions. A permutation 
which can be written. as the product of an even nU)Ilber of transpositions 
~ is said to be an even permutation and a permutation expressible as the 
product of an odd number of transpositions is defined to be an odd 
i 
permutationo For example, consider the set consisting of the integers 
one through five. The permutation (~ j l 1 {> = (1 2 :3 4 5) = (12) (lJ) (14) (15) 
is an even permutation, while the permutation (12 4345) = (12)(345) = 2 l 5 3 
(12)(34)(3S) is odd. 
A natural question now arises. Can a permutation.·· by being_ capable 
of being written two ways, be both odd and even? The negative reply will 
now be established. 
DEFINITION 6. Let s be a permutation on the first n positive integers, 
1,2,.o.,n. Let i and j assume values from 1 to n0 where i < jo Then 
define P to be the number If (i - j} and define P(s) to be the number i<j 
. 
. 1T. ( is - js), that is the number obtained by :performing the permutation 1 <.J 
son the elements 1,2,o•~,n. 
Note that ifs is an arbitrary perm~tation, then either P(s)· = P 
or P( s) = -P. -In particular, if s is a transposition, then P( s) = -P• 
The desired result now f ol1owse 
· !l'HEOREM :,. No· pertmitation is both odd· and everio · ·· 
-PROOF~ Let s be any :permutationo Suppose s is i>oth even and odd. Then 
. I~ 
s = a 1a2 •• ·8ic a.nd s = bi b2 ... b~ , where for 1, 5" i ~ k and 1 ~ j ~ 1 •. 
a1 and bj are transposi tionso Without loss of generali.ty, assume k ~ , .. 
-6-
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is an even integer and i is an odd integer. Then from the prec·etring 
k · · R 
remarks P( s) = <f~l) P = P, since k is even, and P( s) :: (-1) P = -P, 
since ~ is odd. But · this implies that P = -P ·since P( s) = P( s) • This 
can only occur for P = O, which is a contradiction -since P is, by 
definition. the product of non-zero factors. 
It is not difficult to show that if Sis a set with n elements then 
the set ~fall permutations on S forms a-group, called the symmetric 
·-i 
1 group of degree n and designated by Sn· This group has orde,r. n. If n is . 
greater than one, then the alternating group~ of degree n consists of 
t 
n. all -the- even permutations on Sand has order 
- C 2 
One additional definition is needed. 
DEFINITION 7. A group G is said to be a, simple group if it contains no 
proper normal subgroups. 
T~OREM 4. The alternating group An of any degree n ~ 5 is simpleo 
As the proof of this theorem is rather long and tedious, only a 
general outline of it will be given. The proof consists of three ma.in 
parts. They are as follows: 
(a) Prove·r-€h.at An_ is generated by cycles of length three. 
{b) Show that if a normal subgroup of An_ contains one cycle ( ijk:) of 
length three9 then it contains all cycles of length threeo 
(c) Show that every normal subgroup of An c_ontains at least one cycle of 
length three. [ 4] 
~ Many counter-examples to ther-·converse of Lagrange's Theorem are now 
evident. Fhr exampleo consider the alternating gro~p A; of degree five. 
' 
. 
The order of As is \ ;:;: 6o. One divisor of 6o is JOo But As has no ··· 
subgroup H of order JO, for if so, H would ha·ve index two by Lagrange's· 
' I 
-7~ 
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Theorem, implying H is a nornal subgrou;p of AS by Lemma 2. »ut this is 
in contradiction to the fact that AS is simple. In general, no alternating 
I 
group of degree n ~ 5 haS any subgroup of order 4" , 
. . . . 
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CHAPl'ER 3 
• ....... 
... , 
I 
. . r .... 
I 
There are two different cases to be considered in connection with 
cyelie groups: one is the ease when the order of the group is a prime 
(p is a prime number if and only if it is divisibl·e only by:!: p and 
± 1), and the other case being a cyclic group of composite order. 
D.El!'INITION 8. A group G is said to be cyclic if eveey element of G is 
expressible as a power of some fixed element of G11 say a.. Such an 
element a is called a generator or generating element of G and G may 
then be denoted by \_ a J o 
It is evident from Lagrange•s Theorem that a cyclic gr~ of prime 
order p has no proper subgroups, since p has no proper divisors. The 
second ease may be disposed o~ by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5o Let G = {.a} be a cyclic group of order g, g not prime, and 
let h be any divisor of g. Then there exists a subgroup Hof G whose 
order is h. 
PROOF: Let g= hj and consider the elements aj 1 a 2j, ••• ,a(h-l)j, ahj = e, 
where e is the identity of G. i'hese elements are all distinct. To 
"i verify this statement, suppose the_ contrary, !_hat is, assume amj = akj 
for distinct integers m and k satisfying 1 £: m. k ~ h. Without loss of 
\ gener~i ty, suppose m > k. i'his implies that a(m-k;) j = e. Clearly. 
m - k < h and thus (m - k;) j < hj • But this is in contradiction to a 
being the generator of G of order g= hj. Since these elements are 
. - A 0 
distinct, they form a subgroup H = ~,Jl of order has desired. [5] 
·."ti. " ll 
' \ 
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Abe.lian (eoDDDUtative) groups also satisfy the converse of Lagrange's 
Theorem. The discussion of this aspect, however, will be postponed until 
Sylow's Theorem is developed. Sylow's Theorem itself.is not needed for 
this study, but several results, such as the concept of a factor group, 
which are developed prior to Sylow• s Theorem are of--.use • 
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C}WlTER 4 
SYLOW'S THEX)REM 
-· Before stating and proving Sylow's Theorem, it will be necessary 
to establish several non-trival theorems, the results of which are of 
significant importance in understanding the proof. 
',,. 
DEFINITION 9o Let G be a finite group and let x and· y be any two 
elements of G. Then x and y are called conju.ga.te elements in G if there 
is some element g in G such that g ... 1 :xg = ya 
DEFINITION 10. If a is a fixed element in a finite group G,--then the 
set of all those elements of G which are conjugate to a is said to be 
a class of conjugate elements and is denoted (a). 
If G is a finite group then G can be resolved into.disjoint 
classes of conjugate elements such that G = (a1) + (a2) + •o• + (a_J 
where 81.•az,ooo,8Jr are distinct elements of~-
PBOOF: Suppose the classes {a1) and (aj) are not disjoint where 1 ~ i, 
· 
-1 -1 j ~ k. Hence thej,S\,are elements g1 and ~ in G such that .. gl a 1g1 = g2 ajg2 o 
. -1 -1 ,, 
But this implies that ai = g1g2 ajg2g1 , Thus a 1 E. (a} and hence (a1)c(aj). 
Similary, aj E (a1) and then (aj)c(a1) implying that (a1) = (a_,). G is 
exhausted by these classes since ae.(a) for all a in Go 
Consider now a group G and any set of elements in Gt say So Let 
H be some subgroup of Ge Then the set.N of all elements h in H such 
that h-1sh = s is called the normalizer of s in ''!!ca' :Becoming even more 
restrictive, the centralizer C of S in H is defined to be the set of· all 
. -1 
elements h in H such that h sh= s for all s in s. It is clear that if 
S consists of a single eleme~t s, then the normalizer and centralizer 
--11-
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·are identical sets. In general, the centralizer C will be contained in 
the normalizer N. In the case where H = Gt the centralizer of G in G is 
I called the center of Go Thus the center of G consists of all those 
elements which commute with every other element of G. It is easily 
shown that both the normalizer and the centralizer of. a set are 
" 
subgroups of the groupo Proof of the former will now be given. !he 
centralizer is shown to be a subgroup in a similar mannero 
THEOREM 7., The normalizer N' of any set S of elements of a group G is 
a subgroup of G. 
PB.OOFi By definition, N consists of precisely those elements g of G 
such that g-1Sg = S, that is, gS = Sgo Suppose x and y belong to No 
Then (X"3) S = x(yS) =- -x-(Sy) = (XS) y = (Sx) y = S(xy) and hence x:y is 
also an element of N. If xe: N then xS = SX implying that sx-l = x-1s 
.. 
and therefore x-1 e. N. Thus N is indeed a subgroup of G. -
It is now necessary to establish two sma.11 lemmas before proving 
the next theoreme 
LEMMA 2. Every fin:i te group G of composite order has proper subgroups. 
PBOOF: If G is cyclic then proof is complete by Theorem 4. Otherwise 
suppose G is not cyclic. Then no single element generates the whole 
group 'G• Thus if g is any element of G and g + e the identity of Gl) 
then the cyclic subgroup t_g} generated by g is a proper subgroup of 
In ·the proof of the following Lemma, the statement that a non-empty 
subse·t H of.· a finite group G is a subgroup of 'cJ if and only if H2 = ·H 
will be usedo This is easily verified and therefore the proof will be 
omitted here. ,, .. -.. :, \ . 
-12-
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LEMMA 3o If Hand Sare subgroups of a finite group G then C= HS is a 
• 
group if and onl.1 if H alld S commute. 
PROOF: First note that HS consis·ts of all p~irs of elements hs where 
h€ H and s E So Suppose C = HS is a group. Let he. H and s es. Then 
h-l£ H and s-1~ S, and hence h-1s-1 eC by definitiono S:ince C is a 
group (hQl1s-1r1: she. HS implying that SH C. HS. Simila:ey, HS c SH and 
hence HS = SHo 
Conversely, suppose HS = SHo Then c.2 = (HS) (HS)= H(SH) S = H(HS) S 
= i2s2 =HS.Therefore C = HS is a groupo T'he statement preceeding this 
Lemma. is actually used twice. .[ 5] 
With these lemmaso it is now possibl.e to treat a theorem of 
particular importanceo 
·l~IDRIDM 80 If G is an abelian group of order g and if p is arry .Prime 
factor of g, then G contains at leas·t one element of order po 
PROOF: The proof is trivial if p ~ g9 so asswne that g is composite 
and continue by induction on ge By Lemma 2~ G possesses proper subgroups. 
Select from ·these subgroups one proper subgroup H of ma.xinnmi- order 
h < g ... ( There may be more than one- such subgroup but only one is neededo) 
Two cases must be consideredo First suppose pis a divisor of ho By 
the induction assumption!) H then contains an element x of order P• 
that is,~= e, where e is the identity of o. But x e G also, and 
hence;; proof is completeo 
-In the-other case, suppose hand pare relatively primee This 
means tba.t the kn1y integers which di~de both h and p are :!: 1. Since 
His a proper_ subgroup of G, there exists an element y of G which ls 
' 
not also an elem·ent of Ho Let y be of order to and consider the product 
~.,JI 
c::...------
-·13-
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,, 
H {_7"1 • Since G is abelian, ·H {.Y1 = {7} H arid hence by Lema J, 
,, 
H fY} is a subgroup of Go Clearly, H {y} :> H. But H ims assumed to be 
a subgroup of maximum order. Thus G = H {y} • The order of H t,Y) is 
~ , where d is the order of the · intersection of H and {y} • Therefore, d 
gd = ht and p is a divisor of gel since p is a divisor of g itself• 
Thus p must also be a divisor of ht. Since p and h are relatively 
prime, p nm.st be a divisor oft, that is, t = pq for some integer q. 
The element yq is then of order p since (y'l)P = yt = e. [3] 
ff 
Two additional concepts are now needed. Recall that the center of 
any group G consists of all those elements z of G such that zx = xz 
"' 
for all other x of G. In particular, the center of G is an abelian 
.- subgroup of · G. 
s ' 
Now consider the cosets of a normal subgroup of a group. The 
... 
;,.,~, ·: next theorem gives the following result •. 
\ 
·-·: 
TimOBEM 9• The cosets of any normal subgroup N of a group G form a 
'group under mu1 tiplicationo 
PBOOF: Form the left decomposition of G by N and hence obtain 
G = N + N~ + •• 9 + Nxr» where ~ = ·e, :x:2 , • Q., ~ are all elements of 
G. Define the multiplication of cosets·· as follows: (Nx) • (Ny) = N(xy) Q 
This operation gives closure obvi~ly. (Nx) • (Ne) = N(xe) = Nx implying 
.. /" 
that the coset N =Neis the left identity of the system of cosets. 
(Nx) • (Ny) 0 (Nz) = N(xy) ~ (Nz) = N(xyz) = (Nx) "N{yz) = (Nx) • {Ny) 0 (Nz) 
and thus the associative law i·s established. (N:x:-1) 0 (Nx) = N(xlx) 
=Ne= N establishing the existence of left inverses. [1] 
Such a group of cosets is called the factor group o:f G with 
respect,to N and is denoted by G/No 
The preliminary tools have now been established for satisfactorily 
-14--
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proving Sylow's Theorem. This theorem gives the nearest ·approximation 
to the converse of Lagrangeos Theorem that is possible. as the counter-
., .. 
examples exhibited clearly show. 
SYLOW'S THEOREM •. Let G be a group of order g. Let p1ll be a divisor of 
j1,1 
g such that pmful is··not a divisor of g, where p is a prime and m is 
B<>me positive integer. Then G contains at least one subgroup of 
PROOF: If g = 1 or g = 2 the proof is trivial. Henceforth, proceed by 
induction on ge Let g = pJl\i, where p and q are necessarily relatively 
. 
prime. By Theorem 5 resolve G into disjoint classes of conjr1.gate elements 
so that G = ( ai) + ( ~) + . • • + ( a,J O Thus, g = h1 + h2 + • • •. + ~' 
where for i = 1,2,.oo,k, hi is the number of elements in the corresponding 
{Bj_) 0 Recall also that the normalizer Ni of each a1 is a group. Also 
it is easy to verify that the order llj_ of Ni ~~' h ~ . Now consider two 
l 
cases. First suppose that hR > 1 for some ~ , 1 ~ ~ ~. k, and that 
h .R and p are relatively prime. Since n 2 = g/h~ 
clearly. Also, since pm is a divisor of g = n.9.. h,e 
this implies nR <.. g 
m 
and p does not 
div~de h ~ it mu.st divide nJ. • By the induction hypothesis the theorem 
is true for the subgroup Nj, the normalizer of aR. Hence N ~ possesses 
a subgroup of order pm which is also a subgroup of G. 
In the other case, assume that for all h1 that either~= 1 or 
pis a divisor of~' where i = 1,2,o•o,k• I~ is clear from preceding 
remarks that the cia~ses ·c~i) ~hich correspond to hi= 1 are simply 
classies of s~lf-conjugate elements. At least one such class exists, 
namely the class (e), wh~re e is the identity ~f G. het z then denote 
the exact number of self-conjugate elements, that is, ·z is the order 
m . 
of the center of the group. Hence g = p q = z + xp for some integer :P• 
/ 
-15-, 
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Thus, p necessatily divides z, implying th&,. order of the center of G·· ,.-· 
is divisible by a primeo By Theorem 7, the center Z of G, and t_hus G 
too, contains an element of order p, say y, which commu.tes with all 
' 
. 
the elements of G. Hence the cyclic group generated by y is a n~rmal 
subgroup of G. The factor group G/ {Y} is then (?f order ~ = pm-1q. 
By the induction hypothesis G/ tY} contains a subgroup of order 
J··, 
p11rl. This subgroup may be written in the- form H / ~) , wh~re H is a 
subgroup of G of order h. Hence·pm-l = h or h = pm. Therefore, His p 
the subgroup of G of order pm corresponding to p, as desired. [ 5 J 
ii• 
-1.6-. 
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CHAP?ER 5 
THE Al3ELIAN CASE 
I ., 
.. 
Consider now a normal subgroup H of a group G such that the' order 
-
of His h. It is easily verified that if the factor group G/H contains 
a subgroup S of order s, then G contains a corresponding subgroup of 
order sh. To confirm this, one need only look at the elements of Gin 
the s factors of G/H, where each factor contains h elements. There are 
then a total of sh elements of G and these elements do in fa~t form a 
subgroup of G. Hence the following result: 
. . TH&DBEM 10. If the order n of an abelian group G is divisible by an 
integer m, the ·o cont.ains a subgroup of order mo 
PROOF: The theorem is clearly true for small values of n, namely one, 
two, and three, since these numbers fall into the prime category. The 
• 
proof will proceed then by induction on n, that is assume that the 
theorem is true for groups whose orders are less than n. Let p be a 
prime factor of m, implying also that p is a prime factor of n. But 
-<1,. 
G is abelian by hypothesis. Hence11 by Theorem 8, G contains an element 
of order p~ which clearly generates a subgroup, say H, of G of order P• 
His normal also since G is abeliane Consider now the abelian factor 
group G/H, whose order i.s ~ .• No~e that ~ is strictly less than n, and 
!. is a divisor of 1! since mis given to be a divisor of no J3y induction p p 
assumption then. G/H contains a subgroup of order.!!! .. From the remarks 
. p 
preceeding the ·theorem9 G contains a corresponding subgroup of order (.? p = m. which is the desired subgroup. · 
' I 
\~,~.lJf".:~·- ., .. -· 
. . ' ·.'·· •, . ,,-.,'"·;;.·:,-
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CHAPTER 6 
SOME CONSEQUENCES OF SYLOW'S TREORDI 
!he fallowing theorem, due to Cauchy, has already been proved 
for the abelian case. It is also true: in generalo 
THJOOREM 11. Let G be a finite group and let p be a prime factor of 
the order of Go Then G contains at least one element of order P· 
PBOOF: Let H be a Sylow subgroup of G of order pm. If :x: is any element 
u of H except the identity, then the order of xis of the form p, where 
u ·1s greater than zeroo If u = 1, then the proof is complete since 
u-1 
iP = e and Jc" is the desired elemento Hence 1 <. u '=. m. Let g = hp 
u 
!hen gP = bP = e and g is the element of order p. 
Let G be a group of order n, and let p be a prime such that pm 
. .!. • -
• 
divides n, but pm+-l does not divide nDfor some integer m. Sylowis 
Theorem guarantees the existence of at least one subgroup of order pm. 
A natural question now arises concerning the possible existence of 
more than one of these subgroups of order pm, and if there are more 
than one, are there alcy" similarities or differences in.their composition? 
In reply, fir8t riote that if H is a subgroup of order pmf) then for any 
element x of G, x-1Hx is also a subgroup of order pm. More generally, 
all subgroups which are conjugate with H are, in fact, Sylow subgroups 
of order pm. 
RAcall now that, in the decomposition of G into right or left 
cosets of a subgroup Ht> the property that these cosets were either 
identical or disjoint was of primary importance. It is an interestjng 
generalization that, any time a collection of subsets of;a grau.p G 
-1&. 
I .r • 
\ . 
,:1, ! ' 
•/ 
... ' 
·!', 
. I ' I 
,. 
.. 
•..; . 
has this- property of being disJoint or identical. G may be decomposed 
into such subsets. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a~··group· and let H and S be subgroups of G. · Then for 
fixed elements x and y of G, any two of the subsets · of G of the form 
H.xS and HyS are either identical or disjoint. 
PBOOF: Suppose H.xS and HyS have an element in common. Then for h1, 
1 
h2 E: H and s1 , s2 e.S, h1xs1 = h2Y'S2• Hence H(h1xs1) S = H(h2ys2) s. 
But H and S are subgroups implying Bh1 = Bhz = H and s 1 S = s2S = s. 
Thus H:xS = HyS. 
It is not difficult now to establish a pattern by which G can be 
decomposed int~ disjoint subsets of the type just discussed. Simply 
pick an element ~ in G and construct Hg1 s. If this subset ~s not the 
' 
. 
whole of G, pick an element g2 of G which is not in H~ S and construct 
H~S. Continue in this manner until eve-ry element of Gisin one 
of these subsets. Then G = Hg1 S + Hg2S + ••• + Hgz-8 is the desired 
decomposition of G. 
The original questions will now be ~swered by the following 
theorem: 
All/ Sylow subgroups associated with the same prime p are 
J 
conjugate to one another, that is all Sylow subgroups of the same prime 
p focyi a complete conjugate class. 
PROOF: Let H and S be subgroups of order pm~ Form the decomposition of 
.... G relative to H and Sas const~cted above. Then G = Hx1S + ~S + ••• + 
mm mm mm Hxz-8 .. ·u the order of G is g, then g =Pl! + E 1?. .. + ••• +PP 9 
d1 d2 dr 
-1 where for l ~ i ~ r. di is the order of the subgroup ~ II.xi n S = Di~ 
(D1 is a subgroup for ea9h i since it is the intersection of two ·subgroups.) 
.. ' 
- . ·. . .. ,, .. ~· :, .. : ~ ', .. _ ' ,a., 
' ' 
' I 
1 
I 
~ 
,,. 
:,, 
i, 
/· 
-· ·---~--: 
·-
l3t1.t g = rJ11g1 , ·where g 1 and p rela·tively prime. Hence, 
• • • 
• • • 
m 
+L. 
lfow it is easily shown that for each i, D1 is a subgroup of s. Hence 
the order d.~ of Do, must be of the form pu where O ~ u ~ m. Hence <--a 1 m m 
· · either ~ = pm-u =, 1 or L = 1. But since g 1 and p are rel·atively ai di . 
dr. 
prime, there Dltl.St be at least one ~erm on the right hand side of the 
pm equation such that -- = 1, da that is, pm= dd for some j. J J 
But since Do c S and J ' the order of Sis also pm, it follows that 
Dj = So By a similar argument, 
therefore xj1rucj = S, or H and 
it may be shown that D o = x-:'1:HxJ. and 
. J J 
Sare conjugate. [5] 
A direct consequence of this theorem is that a Sylow subgroup is 
unique if and only if it is a normal subgroup of G. Another important 
aspect of Sylowi s subgroups belonging to one prime concerns the 
.· 
number of them that may possibly existo A treatment of this topic is 
.. 
given by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 13. 'l'he rromber K of Sylow subgroups. of a group G corresponding 
to a prime p is of the form 1 + pi , for some integer J( • Also, K is a 
factor of the order of G. 
PB.00.Fg Let H be a fixed Sylow subgroup corresponding to the prime p. 
Then the o~der of His pm, for some. integer m. Let N be·the norms.lizer 
of H in G. Recall that N consists of all those elemen·ts x of G such 
that x-1ruc = H. From the preceeding theoremt the number K of distinct 
Sylow subgroups is the same as the number of distinct subgroups of G 
which are conj(igate to H. · If n ·is the order of N and g is the order of 
I G, then it has been shown in ,previous material that g = nK, where K 
-20-
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, &lso corresponds to the index of N in Ge Hence K is a ·factor of g. 
For every element h of H, h-lBh = H, since H is a subgroup of 
G. Thus h is also an element af No implying that H is contained in }l. 
In fact!) H is a normal subgroup of No Now n is a divisor of g and n is 
not divi~ible by pmt-l since g is not divisiole ·by pmfo-1• l3ut the order 
m 
· m • a p of H must be a factor of n. Hence n = p n i) wl1ere n and p are 
relatively prime. Construct the decomposition of G relative to H 
and N such that G = Hx1N + ~N + ••• + RxiJi· Then 
g = "R._IDu + P~ + . • • + pllln where, for 1 ~ 1 ~ r. ~ is the order of 
. d1 ~ dr 
xi~ f\ N = Di • Without loss of generality, assume X:l. = e, the 
identity of G. Then Hx1N= HeN= HN = N, since B N. Hence~= n 
implying that d1 = pmo ·Note that no other term in the decomposition 
of G ca.n have the property of being identical to N. This is true by 
•· ' 
the nature of the decomposition itself. Hence g = nX = n + ~~ + ... + ~· 
plDn 
or K = 1 + d2 + 
• • 0 
plDn 
+ dz, • As noted previously, for 1 ~ i ~ r, Di is 
-1 
-1 a subgroup of the group x1 Hxi· • But the order of :xr1 Hx1 is the same 
-1 m as the ord.er of H, that is, the order of xi ~ is p • The order of D1 
- -1 nm mu.st divide the order of ~ Hxi which implies that d is of the form 
i 
pu, for O ~ u ~ m. The .,9of will be Completed When it is shown that 
, m 
u > 0 for all terms of the form L , except the first. 
di 
, To this em suppose that for some j, 2 ~ j f. r. dj = pm. This 
implies that Dj = xj1nxj by the same argument used in the proof of 
!l'heorem 12. But Dj is a subgroup of N; hence the result that xj\ixJ is 
containad ,in N. It has been -noted that pm is the highest power 
of p which divides n. the order of N. Hence by Sylow• s Theorem, N 
m· , possesses one or more Sylow subgroups of order p. The existence of 
., 
-41-
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at least two has been established already, namely H and xj Hx.. :Bi.it ~ ~. J 
H is normal in N and hence is unique. Therefore, H = ~Jixj implying 
that xj is an_element of N. But this leads to the result that 
HxjN = HN = N. As was noted, this is impossible unless xj = e == ; • 
..Jn , m Hence all the terms on the right-hand side of K = 1 + ~ + ••• + l?.: 
d2 dr 
are divisible by p, except the first, that is K = 1 + p R for some 
integer Ji • [ 5] 
. ~:. ~ 
. ~·. ,, ,_. ~ 
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CH.A.PlER? 
BELA.TED EXAMPLES 
Much ·1nfgrmation can be obtained about a group from a stud1 of 
i t·s p-Sylow subgroups. Unfortunately, these :p-groups can be quite 
complicated, as the following sequence of e:xamples will illustrate. 
Consider first a collection of groups, all of whose orders are 
a power of two. There is only one possible group of order two. It is 
necessarily cyclic and hence Abelian also. Both groups of order four 
- are Abelian. One of these is a cyclic group generated by an element 
of order four. The other gr~ consists of the elements e, a, b, and ab 
( e being the identity). In this group a2 = b2 = e and ab.= ba. This 
latter group is frequently called the Four-Group or the Quadratic Group. 
Of .the five possible groups of order eight, three are Abelia.n and two .., 
are non-Abeliano One possibility is the cyclic group generated by an 
h 
element of order eight • .Another Abelian group is generated by two 
elements, say a and b, where a4 = b2 = e and ab = ba. The third 
Abelian group is generated by three elements, call them a, b, ~mi 
c. In this particular group the following relations hold: ab = ba. 
•' 2 2 2 · 7 be = cb, ca = ac, and a = b = ci- = e. The two non--Abelian groups 
of order eight are the so-called Dihedral Group and the Quaternion 
.3 
Group. Two elements. say a and b, and satisfying a4 = b2 = e 
and ba = a3bl) generate the -Dihedl?al Group, while if a and b are the 
J. 
•.,-.",···. ,• ------··· 
4 2 generating ele100nts of the Quaterion Group, then a = e, a = b2 , and ·-·-· 
' It should be noted here that the method of proving that these 
groups are the only ones of order eight is merely a process of 
-
elimination in which all the :possible· combinations of elements are 
-23-
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considered under the restrictions of the group definition. As might be 
assumed, _s~ch a method becomes q~ite tedious as the order of the group 
increases. Also, as illustrated above, the variety of the groups obtained 
· increases greatly as both the prime being consi?-ered and its power 
'! 
increase. Indeed, the investigation of p-Sylow subgroups is not at 
all trivial. 
Consider now a finite group G and a prime p-which divides the 
order of G. Suppose x a..nd y are elements of G of order P• It might be 
both useful and desirable to conclude in general that the product ry 
has order p or even some power of P• This result however can not be 
obtained. Let G be a group of order six generated by the elements 
-~ a and b, where a'J = b2 = e and ba = a2·b. Then both b and ab are of 
order two, ·but b(ab) is of order three, clearly not a power of two • 
• 
.r. 
'._, 
In an abelian group, the p-Sylow subgroup associated with a 
. I 
prime pis unique. The converse of this statement however is not 
true. A counter--e:x:ample is easily obtained. In the group of order six 
described above, thsre are three p-Sylow subgroups associated-with 
,the prime twoo They are {_ e, b) • {_ e~ ab j , .. and le, a2b} o 
.And soi. the reduction of finite groups to p-Sylow subgroups 
is beneficial. However, the p-Sylow subgroups themselves may be quite 
complicated and~ not, at times, lend themselves easily to desirable 
generalizations • 
This concludes the discussion of Sylow's Theoremp its development 
and more :lmmediate consequences. 
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